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Presupposition derives from philosophical discussions over logical deduction,
upholding that the condition for an assertion to be meaningful is presupposed by the
render of that assertion. Presupposition in pragmatics refers to the shared knowledge
among participants of the communicative behavior and proposes its applicability to
such academic fields as linguistics, aesthetics and translation.
This thesis presents a Presupposition approach to Cultural Back-Translation that
refers to translating literary works written in the language of Country A into that of
Country B whose culture is what the subject matter of the literary works relates or is
related to. Detailed analysis falls upon River Town with two translated versions for
comparative study. The methodology adopted relies on the three-element approach of
Pragmatic Presupposition, with modifications tailored for Cultural Back-Translation.
Inspirations drawn from the perspective would favor in the proposing of a modified
model for criticism on the reproduction of Pragmatic Presuppositions in the novel.
That model consists of three dimensions--Presentation, Reception and
Interaction--of studying Semantic, Cognitive and Cultural Presuppositions. It first
proposes the overarching feature of the three types of Pragmatic Presuppositions and
then describes the dynamic process of Cultural Back-Translation with emphasis on the
Interaction dimension.
Under the proposed model, the principal ingredients of the thesis would be: the
analysis on the Pragmatic Presuppositions of the source text; the mental and verbal
actualization of Semantic, Cognitive and Cultural Presuppositions expressed in the
target texts and the presentation and perspectives of the author, translators, readers as
well as critics in aesthetic progression. The extensive employment of textual analysis
method, comparative analytic method and inductive-deductive method, subordinate to
Descriptive Translation Criticism in contrast to the right-or-wrong Prescriptive
Criticism, would juxtapose River Town with two target texts, and then judge existing














On the basis of that, the postulate that Presupposition approach provides
applicable visions for the rendering of international literature will be justified and
recommendations will also be given for the formulation of principles or criticisms
guiding the translation of this category. Research depth resides both in the attempt to
taking Cultural Back-Translation as an independent subject for study and in the
juxtaposition of the two Chinese versions, the original one, and the revised translation
by this thesis would be proposed. Research creativity on the other hand is found first
in the integrity of Pragmatic Presupposition including cultural ones and Cultural
Back-Translation, conforming to current trend of translation criticism and related
studies on dynamic state in integrated approaches. It is presented then by the attempt
to involving the author of the original text, translators, readers and even existing
critics preceding and including this study as operators of Descriptive Translation
Criticism.
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1.1 Background of the Study
Back-Translation, as Mark Shuttleworth and Moria Cowie defines in Dictionary of
Translation Studies, is “a process in which a text which has been translated into a
given language is re-translated into SL (Source Language)” (Mark & Moria, 2004: 14).
Similarly, A Dictionary of Translation Studies in China[1] defines it as an expression
for and process of re-translating translations from target language to the source
language (方梦之 , 2011: 97). Both agree that Back-Translation is the process in
which a translator renders a re-translated text back to the original.
Feng (冯庆华 , 2002: 434) points out that Back-Translation is a translation
whose source text happens to be the target text (of other texts). Wang (王正良, 2007:
63) states that Back-Translation is in nature the communicative behavior that
replicates the original communication. Enlightened by the above statements, this
thesis defines Back-Translation as communicative behavior of translation involving
retro-version efforts.
When the retro-version targets at culture in abstract form instead of existing
texts in reality, it falls into the category of Cultural Back-Translation (henceforth
CBT). The term CBT as Liang (梁志芳, 2013: 12) holds refers to translating literary
works written in the language of Country A into that of Country B whose culture is
what the subject matter of the literary works relates or ijs related to. While
Back-Translation can help unveil textual and linguistic relations between source text
and target text, CBT uncovers more about cultural, political and historical relevance
between the two.
Researches on Back-Translation traces its history back to decades ago. The first
record of such study started early in the 1960s. In 1967 Leonardo Spalatin stated in
















Contrastive Methods that Back-Translation is the translation technique for comparing
syntactic or lexical features of two or more languages (quoted from 张芳, 2013: 82).
Since then, the flow of studying Back-Translation have sprung up and mainly focused
on linguistic analysis. It is not until 2008 when Chinese academia studied
Back-Translation from cultural scenario (ibid, 2013:83), thus opening the page of
CBT studies.
Whether in its earliest stage of study or in present research, Back-Translation
according to Liang (梁志芳 , 2013: 12) has long been regarded as the powerful tool
for result evaluation, viz. Translation Criticism. The difference lies in that pioneers
use it to evaluate translations mainly in terms of syntactic equivalence while more
contemporary studies resort to cultural perspectives. this thesis enlightened by
contemporary trend adopts the cultural angle for translation criticism of CBT.
Translation Criticism on the other hand has long been prescriptive. The criticism
of translation has prioritized the right-or-wrong judgment over translated texts
regardless of the diversifying subjectivity of translators as well as multiple
interpretations (冉诗洋 , 2010: 110). The authority of prescriptive criticism over
translation practice has now been challenged by descriptive methodology.
The Descriptive Translation Criticism, or DTC, as Ran (冉诗洋 , 2010: 119)
finds covers both textual analysis and cultural factors in contextual review with
special effort made to interpret their choice of vocabulary, syntax and holistic context.
That is to say, DTC means a descriptive shift of translation criticism towards
producing translation behavior, to the subjectivity of translators, and rationale or
presumptions of their wording and contextual relations.
Newmark (2012) in his discussion over literary or cultural translation notes that
translators are either implicitly judging the original text or are subject to criticism
themselves by saying “When one makes any kind of choice (and there is a choice at
most stages of translation, which is a problem-solving activity), one is implicitly
















This thesis therefore takes translators as important critics, and efforts would be
made to involve the author, readers as well as existing criticisms. In other words,
critics involved in this study consist of the original author, readers, translators,
existing critics as well as the author of this thesis.
As DTC refuses the notion that translation studies is geared toward principles to
follow or methodology to train translators, it endeavors to explore translation
phenomena as well as its influence (quoted from 冉诗洋 , 2010: 112). This thesis
seeks for translation features as well as the cultural impact of CBT under DTC
framework.
In CBT of this thesis, the writer of source text, a native speaker of English,
converses with English readers via his written story while the translator or translators
of that novel talks with Chinese readers by their translations. The dialogue in the
meantime happens between critics, readers, translators and the original author as well.
Communication therefore takes place among the four parties, viz. the writer,
readers, translators and critics, which not only reinforces the statement of Wang (王正
良 , 2007) that CBT is in essence communicative behavior but also allies with
researches equipped with Presupposition theory on translation studies--their premise
stands that translation is socially communicative behavior among all participants.
Since the notion of Presupposition first coined by Gottlob Frege in 1892 has
been discussed in philosophy, and then linguistics studies, it is the speaker, the hearer
and their dialogue that the theory mainly focuses on.
Ge (戈玲玲, 2002) introduces it into Chinese translation studies. Wei (魏在江,
2010) further proposes the Three-Element Perspective on Presuppositions, and the
three are Presentation, Reception and Interaction (henceforth PRI), a model on the
basis of Reception Rhetoric (proposed by 谭学纯 等 , 2000) and the theory of
Presupposition (the kernel concept of Pragmatic linguistics which will be elaborated
in 2.3) as theoretical foundation of this thesis.
Presentation of PRI refers to the coding process of the speaker, thus the creative















hearer, viz. the reception of TT reader. Interaction according to Wei happens between
the two participants, while in CBT it refers to dynamic communication among all
involved.
On the basis of that, Wei (魏在江 , 2010: 52) views that in the study of
Presupposition, one has to learn from different perspectives in order to get close to
thorough study on it. In order to represent the integration of criticism for literary
translation enlightened by both linguistic and aesthetic theories, Wei outlines the
model PRI.
Therefore, while establishing the PRI model for DTC as theoretical framework,
this thesis would further study on two Chinese translations of River Town to testify if
the model optimal for the translation criticism of CBT. It ultimately aims to see if the
model is an optimal choice applicable to further researches on CBT.
1.2 Objectives of the Study
This thesis would specify the renderings of River Town, from which, typical examples
of Pragmatic Presuppositions would be enumerated and categorized with their source
texts juxtaposed as reference. Thus, the thesis seeks answers mainly for the four
questions stated below:
(1) How does the descriptive criticism of this translation work under the theory of
Presupposition, viz. the formation and implementation of PRI?
(2) What are the predominant features existing in the original text River Town in
terms of the ways the author perceives items of Presupposition, especially
those of Cultural Presupposition?
(3) What are the possible rationale for choices all participants (viz. the author,
translators, readers and previous critics) make, thus his or her implicit or
explicit criticism over the Presuppositions involved under PRI?
(4) Is there feasibility of the model applicable for criticism of CBT?
1.3 Significance of the Study
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